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Housing

1 Federal Act of 22 June 1979 on Spatial Planning (Spatial Planning Act, SPA), SR 700.

Living, working and recreational activities place de-

mands on settlement areas. These areas are constantly 

expanding and affect the environment. Construction ac-

tivity and settlement structure affect mobility and raw 

material requirements. The latter is gaining in impor-

tance in relation to building use, whose life cycle assess-

ment continues to improve thanks to new and adapted 

standards. The demand for living and working space is 

based, among other things, on forms of cohabitation, 

lifestyles and changing ideals.

Housing is a basic human need. However, humans do 
not merely live in settlement areas, which actually 
encompass the entire spectrum of life functions, 
including work, mobility, production and commerce, 
consumption, recreation and cultural activities. Settle
ment areas are part of the landscape. Infrastructure 
networks enable mobility and exchange between set
tlements and surrounding areas. Recreational areas 
are located in closer proximity, and ecologically 
enhanced open spaces increasingly incorporate nature 
into the settlement area. When it comes to settlement 
development, the goal is to use soil and raw materials 
sparingly, steer growth consistently inward for denser 
living, and promote instruments for sustainable con
struction (Federal Council 2016a).

Land, settlement structure and raw material  

consumption

Switzerland has an estimated 2.5 million buildings,  
of which 1.7 million are used for residential purposes 
(Staub und Rütter 2014, FSO 2017m). Switzerland’s   
real estate industry is involved in development, con
struction, management, renovation and finally also in 
deconstruction. The real estate industry supplies  
940 million m2 of f loor space across Switzerland for 
housing or workspace and generates a total of 18% of 
Switzerland’s gross domestic product (GDP) (Staub und 
Rütter 2014).

Under the Spatial Planning Act (SPA)1, the area used 

for construction activities should be managed so that 

landscapes, valuable cultivated land and natural habi
tats are conserved. Future settlement development 
should primarily occur within existing building zones. 
Cantons and communes manage settlement develop
ment on the basis of structure and landuse plans. 
However, in 2009, a good fifth of the building area was 
located outside of building zones, and the settlement 
areas outside of building zones had grown by nearly 
9% compared to 1997 (ARE 2016a). This increase is 
nearly as high as the development within building 
zones, where the settlement areas have grown by 
almost 10%.

Settlement area structure, which includes its struc
tural and ecological quality (landscape, biodiversity, 
tranquillity, etc.) and the proximity of housing, work
places, businesses, shops and recreational sites within 
multifunctional centres, is another important aspect 
of sustainable settlement development. Compact settle
ment centres, where all essential daily needs can be 
met, shorten travel routes, thereby helping to reduce 
motorised transport (  Mobility), improve the quality 
of life and enhance the attractiveness of a location. 
Along with structure plans, landuse plans are indis
pensable instruments for ensuring highquality inter
nal development and adequately sized recreational and 
open spaces. They also enable better coordination 
between settlements and transport systems and can 
slow the continuous onslaught of urban sprawl (FOEN/
WSL 2017) (  Figure 16).

Lastly, the energy and raw material consumption of 
the building stock also shapes the environmental 
impact of settlement areas. In 2016, the very first 
house in the world to meet all its energy needs with 
solar energy, without being connected to the grid, was 
built in Brütten in the Canton of Zurich. Accordingly, 
the life cycle assessment of this building is deter
mined solely by the raw materials used in its construc
tion and the “grey energy” consumed in the process. 
The percentage of buildings with a high energy stand-

ard continues to climb thanks to good insulation and 
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efficient heating systems that also use renewable 
energy sources (  Figure 17). This lowers operational 
energy consumption, and grey energy becomes 
increasingly significant, in relative terms, when the 

entire life cycle of a building is evaluated. For exam
ple, in accordance with Switzerland’s sustainable 
building standard (SNBS) and the related label 
launched in 2016, buildings are evaluated in their 
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Figure 16

Urban sprawl in Switzerland and in five biogeographical regions, 1935–2010

Urban sprawl is when cities, towns and villages spread uncontrolled 
into undeveloped areas. It is measured in developed units per m2. This 
unit of measurement takes into account the distribution of settle ment 

areas (dispersion), the settlement area (urban penetration) and the 
population and employment density. In absolute terms, urban sprawl 
is by far the highest in the Central Plateau.

Source: FOEN/WSL − LABES
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Figure 17

Buildings meeting the Minergie standards®

Energy consumption in buildings (private households as well as ser-
vice and industry buildings) causes around a quarter of all green-
house gas emissions in Switzerland. Energy-efficient construction 

reduces energy consumption – and by extension greenhouse gas 
emissions – without any loss of comfort.

Source: Minergie® 
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entire social, economic and ecological environment. In 
addition to energy consumption, nonmotorised trans
port needs, the natural hazard situation, plant and ani
mal needs, and structural density are also taken into 
consideration under this standard.

Demand depending on lifestyles and demographics

The demand for living space and other uses of settle
ment areas depends on demographic development. 

Switzerland’s permanent resident population grew by 
17% from 7.2 to 8.4 million between 2000 and 2016 
(FSO 2017n). In the same period, the percentage of over 
64yearolds increased by 37%. The percentage of 
younger immigrants cannot compensate for the per
centage of over 64yearolds. The distribution of the 
population is heavily concentrated spatially: Three out 
of four people live in cities or urban agglomerations 
(FSO 2017o), where the growth of the settlement areas 
per capita and job, among other factors, has been 
halted (  Challenges and opportunities for urban 
agglomerations). When considered over a longer 
period, the percentage of singleperson households 
has risen steadily in Switzerland: In 1970, nearly 7% of 
the resident population lived in singleperson house
holds, whereas about 16% of this population lived in 
singleperson households in 2016. This percentage has 
remained stable since 2000. Singleperson households 
accounted for around onethird of all households in 
2016 (FSO 2018e).

In addition to price, the housing market is influenced 
by many other factors, such as the accessibility of 
workplaces, shops and recreational spaces or by ideal 

notions of ownership, landscape or size (WSL 2014). 
In 2016, 57% of all residential buildings in Switzerland 
were singlefamily homes (FSO 2017m) (  Figure 18). 
When only new constructions since 2000 are consid
ered, the percentage of singlefamily homes accounts 
for as much as 68% (FSO 2017p). The building area in 
Switzerland is steadily increasing due to population 
and economic growth as well as greater demands on 
the living space. The average living space per capita 
rose sharply from 39m2 in 1990 to 44m2 in 20001; by 
2015, however, it had increased only marginally to 

1 The figures for 1990 and 2000 were collected using a different methodology and can only be partially compared to subsequent years.

45m2 per capita on average (FSO 2017q). As a result of 
the growing demands for space, some of the efficiency 
gains achieved in energy consumption and denser 
building methods are being lost again. A 2014 survey 
shows, however, that nearly 10% of the questioned 
households find their apartment too large, while less 
than 8% find their apartment too small (FOH/HSLU 
2016).

Housing demand is also changing depending on life-

styles and life stages such as education, employment, 
family or old age. The demand for studio apartments 
and space for shared housing or community housing 
developments is changing accordingly. In Switzerland, 
28% of residents have more than one residence and 
therefore practice socalled multi-local living. The 
second home is most often used for recreation and to a 
lesser extent for cohabitation with one’s partner and 
for work or educationrelated stays (Schad et al. 2015). 
Multilocal living can be understood as a response to 
the increasing demand for f lexibility in the working 
world, the diversification of forms of cohabitation  
and family life, longerlasting education periods and 
recreational trends.
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Figure 18

Percentage of single-family houses out of the entire building stock, 2016 

In 2016, single-family houses made up 57% of all residential build-
ings. The single-family home trend continues: 68% of all buildings 
constructed for residential use since 2000 are single-family homes. 

Overall, less than one-third of all people live in a single-family home 
(28%) and the closer you are to a city centre, the lower that percent-
age becomes (FSO 2017r, 2017s).

Source: FSO – Statistical Atlas of Switzerland
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Effects of housing on soil, landscape, biodiversity, 

water, climate, tranquillity as well as waste and 

raw materials

• Soil: Switzerland’s settlement area grew by 9% in the 
twelve years between 1997 and 2009 or by around 
0.7m2 per second – mostly at the expense of culti
vated land. Nearly 60% of Switzerland’s settlement 
area is taken up by building areas, including indus
trial areas (and the green spaces and gardens found 
within them), and almost onethird by transport 
infrastructures. Just over 60% of settlement areas 
are sealed (  Soil).

•  Landscape: The growth of the settlement area is 
partially responsible for the increasing landscape 
fragmentation, along with an extreme dispersion 
and poor use of settlements for living and working 
purposes (  Landscape).

 
•  Biodiversity: The habitats of plants and animals 

are undergoing massive changes, becoming frag
mented or even destroyed as structures are built on 
them (  Biodiversity).

•  Water: In settlement areas, around 80% of water
courses are in a poor ecomorphological state, while 
in relation to the entire network of waterbodies in 
Switzerland, this percentage is only about 20%. 
The use of plant protection products to maintain 
gardens and green spaces contributes to the deteri
oration of water quality, especially in small bodies 
of water (  Water).

•  Climate: The buildings sector is responsible for a 
good fourth of the greenhouse gases that are emit

ted in Switzerland. Between 2000 and 2015, green
house gas emissions in the buildings sector fell by 
around onefifth (  Climate).

•  Tranquillity: According to model calculations, every 
seventh person is exposed to harmful or disturbing 
traffic noise where they reside. A higher noise level 
diminishes the attractiveness of settlement areas, 
and those who can afford it move away from particu
larly noisy districts. Moving into quieter residential 
areas, however, leads to increasing noise levels 
there, because the mobility needs of the population 
rise as a result. New and increasing traffic flows 
create additional noise problems in previously quiet 
regions and affect acoustically valuable recreational 
areas as well (  Tranquillity).

• Waste and raw materials: Around 60 to 70 million 
tonnes of a wide range of materials (mainly con
crete, followed by gravel and sand) are used annu
ally in Swiss construction projects (building and 
civil engineering). Construction activity generates 
the largest share of waste produced in Switzerland 
(84%), which consists of 57 million tonnes of exca
vated materials and 16.8 million tonnes of decon
struction materials. Around 70% of the annually 
generated deconstruction materials are reintro
duced into the economic cycle as secondary raw 
materials. From a total environmental impact per
spective, the energy supplied to construction pro
jects in Switzerland (for heating, cooling, ventila
tion, lighting, etc.) still causes greater environmental 
effects (56%) than the use of construction materials 
(44%).
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Innovations

From the home office to the co-working space – Dig
italisation continues to free more and more occupa
tions from a set workplace. Onethird of all employed 
individuals who do not already work from home (e.g. 
as selfemployed workers) spend on average 0.9 days 
per week working from home (Weichbrodt et al. 
2016). This prevents an estimated 120 million trips 
to and from a set workplace every year. However, to 
be able to work from home, additional office space 
and infrastructure has to be created there. Socalled 
coworking spaces are a more recent development: In 
large office spaces, workspaces are rented out to 
external third parties by the hour or day and include 
meeting rooms, break rooms and some office infra
structure. Such spaces also have the potential to 
reduce travel to and from set workplaces and 
increase efficient use of office spaces and equip
ment.

Green housing – 2,000watt areas, which are increas
ingly being designated by communes, require proof 
of sustainable natural resource management, from 
constructing, operating and renovating buildings to 
the mobility they generate. Energy consumption 
requirements are based on the 2000Watt Society 
reduction targets for 2050. Thus, the “2000Watt 

Area” certificate is a suitable and practical tool for 
reaching the efficiency targets under the Energy 
Strategy 2050. In 2016, 19 settlement projects were 
certified in and around the cities of Geneva, Laus
anne, Bern, Basel, Lucerne, Lenzburg, Zurich and 
Horgen; five of them had already undergone an ini
tial assessment during the operational phase. In 
numerous other communes, similar residential 
building projects and settlements that allow no or 
few cars are also being planned or executed.

Urban mining – NEST stands for Next Evolution in 
Sustainable Building Technologies and is a modular 
building of the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Mate
rials Science and Technology (Empa) in Dübendorf 
(ZH). It is operated in collaboration with the Swiss 
Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology 
(Eawag). Among the various test beds, one unit is 
dedicated to urban mining and recycling themes. It 
is entirely composed of resources that can be recy
cled, reused or composted. In other words, materials 
are not simply used and then disposed of. Instead, 
NEST borrows them from the technical or natural 
cycle only for a specific period of time and then rein
troduces them into these cycles at a later point. This 
turns the city into a “mine” for building materials  
(  www.empa.ch/web/nest).


